Some Revolutions

Come True In Quite.
Everyone wants to pay less
bill as a matter of course.

Marvellous Innovation

ABOUT US
Marvellous Innovation

UTET Energy, which started its activities with the UTET – Lotus brand,
offers you privileged services and products thanks to its deep roots in the industry
and comprehensive research and development studies conducted until today.
Innovative products that have been developed as a result of the R&D studies for
the last 20 years are also an important part of the domestic production movement.
After we started out operations in 1974, at a time when the effects of the oil crisis
was deeply felt, we introduced our electronic ignition system with the PIKO
brand as a first in Turkey, more than 500,000 units of which were sold in time.
In the following years, the company focused on the use of alternative energy
sources and on hydrogen energy in particular, as a result of which the first product
for the use of hydrogen in internal combustion engines and fulfilment of heating
needs was developed in 1991 (Patented by Turkish Patents Institute with
number 25925).
This unique product was tested and appreciated by the Faculty
of Engineering, Department of Environmental Engineering of Istanbul University
(14th of December, 1990), Directorate of Research and Development of the Ministry
of Industry and Trade (17th of February, 1992), Turkish Standards Institute
(19th of February, 1991), Scientific and Technological Research Council of Turkey
(TUBITAK) (27th of March, 1992), the Faculty of Engineering of Kocaeli University
(2nd of February, 2000), Bulgaria Balkans University (18th of May, 2007), Ankara Main
Repair Facilities, Ordnance Department of the General Command of Gendarmerie
(17th of November, 2003).
Our company’s scientific paper on hydrogen energy was
published in the US based International Association for Hydrogen Energy magazine
(issue 8, pages 895-897 in 2000). The device installed by us on 7th of December,
1999 to the Mercedes branded car owned by a Turkish citizen residing in Germany
was tested and examined by the Mercedes main producer company Daimler Chrysler,
and a letter of appreciation was issued to us for our innovative studies.
In 2005, General Motor Company (GM) organized a visit to our company with three
engineers in order to have our product examined, during which they were provided
with preliminary information on the matter. By use of the knowledge and experience
gained until that time, we started to conduct projects for the fulfilment of heating
needs and develop new generation, flue less, high-efficiency combi boilers and panel
radiators that do not pose risks related to carbon monoxide, LPG or natural gas, and
eliminate the production of greenhouse gasses and reduce oil-dependence in 2012.
We were very proud of the results of our works when the product was tested by the
Faculty of Chemistry and Metallurgy of Yildiz Technical University and found to be
50% more efficient than rival systems, and appreciated by Prof. Dr. Nejat Veziroğlu,
president of the World Hydrogen Energy Council. We finally started serial production
in 2015, after necessary licenses and certificated had been obtained.
As a Turkish company operating in the energy industry, we would like to state that
our future targets are far beyond our current achievements and that we are proud
to do our work in Turkey.
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OUR VISION

Introduction of our products is in fact a very small part of our
commitments to the industry. Our R&D studies and the product we
design are complementary to this corporate vision.
As a permanent supporter and developer of projects for sustainable
and efficient use of energy, it is our mission to continue our progress
in the same route.
The main motivation under our studies is the will to develop devices
operating with much less energy based on our experiences until today,
which will in turn ease the energy problem of our country and the whole
world and minimize global warming. We will be waiting for your support
for a cleaner, safer and peaceful world.
The vision developed by our company is the common product of the
people educated by use of our national resources.

Which Energy Do We Use?

Today, energy need of the world is mostly met by use of fossil fuels.
However, these limited sources are depleted rapidly, which direct scientists
and researchers to explore alternative energy sources. Thanks to its
advantage to be extractable from water, hydrogen is today accepted as the
most serious alternative energy source of our world.
We use hydrogen energy, which produces no waste and serve as an infinite
source of energy. Successful people of tomorrow must start succeeding in
the past. We have combined the fruits of all our achievements to date in this
line of products. When we consider that our current living environment has
been created by use of the same energy source, the real dimensions of the
source we are introducing to you can be better understood.
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UTET – LOTUS E SERIES (WALL MOUNTED) COMBI BOILER – TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Marvellous Innovation

MODEL E300
Operating Voltage

220 VAC 50 60 Hz / 380 VAC 3Q

Fuse Current

32 A

Consumption During Heating

6 KW / Hour (Max)

Total Area Of Heating

Spaces up to 100 m2 with low
consumption of hot water

It has 10 lts boiler capacity, can supply 5 liters/minute warm water around
(40-50 C) degrees. It can supply hot water circulation till 6-8 linear meters long
radiator panels (standart 60 cm height) for the constructions heat isolated.
That heating device works 5-12 hours a day under normal conditions. Electricity
consumption can change according to heat isolation situation and heating habits.

MODEL V200
Operating Voltage

220 VAC 50 60 Hz / 380 VAC 3Q

Fuse Current

40 A

Consumption During Heating

6-8 KW / Hour (Max)

Total Area Of Heating

Spaces up to 150 m2 with low
consumption of hot water

It has 40 lts boiler capacity, can supply 6-8 linear meters/minute warm water around
(40-50 C) degrees. It can supply hot water circulation till 12 linear meters long
radiator panels (standart 60 cm height) for the constructions heat isolated.
That heating device works 5-12 hours a day under normal conditions. Electricity
consumption can change according to heat isolation situation and heating habits.

NO NEED FOR FLUE OR PROJECT DESIGNING.
* Digital control panel
* Child lock
* Internal Cabled Room Thermostat ( room temperature control device )
* Adaptable with Wireless Room Thermostat ( room temperature control device )
* Weekly and Daily Programming
* Adaptable with Wifi Control ( optional )
* No Project required to install
* No Chimney required
* Except bath , it is able to be installed any room in a house safely ,
* Running silent
* CE certificate and 2 years warranty
* 1 – 3 Q AC desingned related to order.
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There is no heating
“DAHA
GÜVENLİSİ
YOK”
device safer
than LOTUS

It s apropriate to use inside and heat isolated places.

Your satisfaction is higher with Lotus and heating cost is less.

UTET-LOTUS V SERIES ( VILLA TYPE ) COMBI BOILER TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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MODEL V300
Operating Voltage

220 / 380 / 440 VAC 50-60 Hz

Fuse Current

40 A

Consumption During Heating

6-8 KW / Hour (Max)

Spaces up to 200 m2 with low
consumption of hot water
It has 15 linear meters boiler capacity, can supply 70 liters/minute warm water
around (40-50 C)degrees. It can supply hot water circulation till 8-10 meters long radiator
panels (standart 60 cm height) for the constructions heat isolated. That heating
device works 5-10 hours a day under normal conditions. Electricity consumption
can change according to heat isolation situation and heating habits.
MODEL V400

Bu E300 de 6-8 linear meters olmal
V300 de 15 linear meters olmalı
V400 de 18 linear meters olmalı
V500 de 20 linear meters olmalı
S500 de 30 linear meters olmalı
S700 de 40 linear meters olmalı

Total Area Of Heating

Operating Voltage

220 / 380 / 440 VAC 50-60 Hz

Fuse Current

40 A

Consumption During Heating

6-8 KW / Hour (Max)

Spaces up to 250 m2 with low
consumption of hot water
It has 18linear meters boiler capacity,can supply 120 liters/minute warm water around
(40-50 C)degrees. It can supply hot water circulation till 8-12 meters long radiator
panels (standart 60 cm height) for the constructions heat isolated. That heating
device works 5-10 hours a day under normal conditions. Electricity consumption
can change according to heat isolation situation and heating habits.
MODEL V500
Total Area Of Heating

Operating Voltage

220 / 380 / 440 VAC 50-60 Hz

Fuse Current

40 A

Consumption During Heating

8-10 KW / Hour (Max)

Spaces up to 350 m2 with low
consumption of hot water
It has 20 lts boiler capacity, can supply 160 liters/minute warm water around
(40-50 C)degrees. It can supply hot water circulation till 10-15 meters long radiator
panels (standart 60 cm height) for the constructions heat isolated. That heating
device works 5-10 hours a day under normal conditions. Electricity consumption
can change according to heat isolation situation and heating habits.
Total Area Of Heating
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* Digital control panel
* Child lock
* Internal Cabled Room Thermostat ( room temperature control device )
* Adaptable with Wireless Room Thermostat ( room temperature control device )
* Weekly and Daily Programming
* Adaptable with Wifi Control ( optional )
* No Project required to install
* No Chimney required
* Except bath , it is able to be installed any room in a house safely ,
* Running silent
* CE certificate and 2 years warranty
* 1 – 3 Q AC desingned related to order.

It s apropriate to use inside and heat isolated places.

An addition to your privileged life from us
It seems like winter did not come

LOTUS-S SERIES (INDUSTRIAL TYPE) COMBI BOILER TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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MODEL S500
Operating Voltage

220 / 380 / 440 VAC 50-60 Hz

Fuse Current

90 A (Monofaze), 32 A (Trifaze)

Consumption During Heating

12-18 KW / Hour (Max)

Total Area Of Heating

Spaces up to 600 m2 with low
consumption of hot water

It has 30 linear meters boiler capacity, can supply 400 liters/minute warm water around
(40-50 C)degrees. It can supply hot water circulation till 15-20 meters long radiator
panels (standart 60 cm height) for the constructions heat isolated. That heating
device works 5-10 hours a day under normal conditions. Electricity consumption
can change according to heat isolation situation and heating habits.
MODEL S700

Operating Voltage

220 / 380 / 440 VAC 50-60 Hz

Fuse Current

140 A (Monofaze), 32 A (Trifaze)

Consumption During Heating

20-30 KW / Hour (Max)

Spaces up to 800 m2 with low
consumption of hot water
It has 40 linear meters boiler capacity, can supply 450 liters/minute warm water around
(40-50 C)degrees. It can supply hot water circulation till 20-25 meters long radiator
panels (standart 60 cm height) for the constructions heat isolated. That heating
device works 5-10 hours a day under normal conditions. Electricity consumption
can change according to heat isolation situation and heating habits.
Total Area Of Heating

NO NEED FOR FLUE OR PROJECT DESIGNING.
* Digital control panel
* Child lock
* Internal Cabled Room Thermostat ( room temperature control device )
* Adaptable with Wireless Room Thermostat ( room temperature control device )
* Weekly and Daily Programming
* Adaptable with Wifi Control ( optional )
* No Project required to install
* No Chimney required
* Except bath , it is able to be installed any room in a house safely ,
* Running silent
* CE certificate and 2 years warranty
* 1 – 3 Q AC desingned related to order.
When you enter into a city reeking chimneys and smokey views are
becoming history. İt s getting possible to savour fresh air in winter
seasons by our central heating systems not to say carbon emissions.
Now we are hand to hand to leave a cleaner world to next generations.
Our multiplex central heating system designed for heating requirements
will make your faces smile.
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CENTRAL HEATING

It seems like winter did not come

UNDERFLOOR
HEATING
Yerden Isıtma

POOL HEATING

PLANT-HOUSE HEATING

GREENFINITIC ALUMINUM RADIATOR

10

YEARS
WARRANTY

You will feel the advantage of anti-corrosive aluminum construction with you for years. 1 meter long radiator
( at standart 60 cm height) water capacity is 1.5 liters and it requires very much less water according to iron
constructed radiators.

It supplies maximum conventional heating and heat transfer under favor of special design on vanes used
behind radiator. It s painted with anti-static paint beside its lightweight and ergonomic design. Aluminum
radiators can be produced in diverse colors related to demands, in addition to this we can handle to paint a
picture on radiators as per order.

Aluminum radiators can be produced in sizes (till 200 cm height and till 200 cm lenght ) how desired. Aluminum
radiators provide warming media faster in proportion to iron radiators(55 W/m.C) with their heat transfer
coefficient value as 220W/m.C and saving money when pondering on that situation.
Also aluminum radiators have lower surface temperature than iron radiators. Reason of that is transferring heat
to media faster than iron radiators. Aluminum radiators do not turn into a trouble
of cleaning expense and blockage problems by virtue of stainless
specification. Our producing radiators in diverse colors and pattern
will help you obtain desired desing with their elegant design.

NOT CLOGGING , STAINLESS,
WITH YOU FOR YEARS

ECONOMIC

RAPID

SAFE

MAINTENANCE FREE

HEALTY AND ECOLOGIC

EASY INSTALLATION.

LOTUS AIR
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Plasma is the forth state of material and obtained
plasma zone conducts electric and heat very
efficiently.
Aluminum constructed Lotus Air heater produced
by plasma technology provides more efficient
heating by consuming less energy. It
transfers obtained heating energy to media via
a silent blading fan.
Temperature on heating surfaces never reach to
hazardous level to living and does not start a fire
via conduction or radiation.
It provides a confortable heating via built on
thermostate related to places and requirement.

2000 W
Lightweight

Your practical heating
solution for small places.
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Heating device for offices, dens and places till
25 m² being used for short time period.

Ergonomic

Ecologic

Economic

Safe

LOTUS HEAT ISOLATION PRODUCTS
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LOTUS EXTERIOR WALL ISOLATION COATING AND INTERIOR WALL ISOLATION LINER
Lotus heat isolation products that Turkey’s natinal energy company UTET developed as supplementary products to Lotus
Combi boilers and Greenfinitic radiators are presented to your liking as an essencial specification of a structure. We
observed that mostly there is no isolation on homes and businesses where we installed our combi boilers and radiators
for 7 years. That deficiency on constructions directed us to find a solution for eliminating that matter at the very time of
Turkey is face to face energy problems.
We are proud of presenting Lotus isolation products come to exist
as a result of our intellectual capital and working out by our all
team selflessly.
The most important and selective difference between Lotus Thermal
isolation and other isolation products is Lotus Thermal keeps its
isolation performans as same as the first day permenantly.
Namely, isolation of your structures never lose their isolation
properties in time, does not get effected of damp.
Because of it does not consist any material in gas form in it,
its effficiency does not get dicreased at no time.

ECOLOGIC AND HEALTY
It 's not used any damaging to human`s health when
producing anti-bacterial Lotus isolation products.
All materials used in LOTUS isolation products are 95
percent biodegradable. Furthermore, your structures
are kept breathing after isolation applied. Especially
usage area of interior isolation liner is interested in
your health more. You would have to open windows
to freshen air inside because of old isolation materials
don't breathe and probably you would encounter
sweatening on your interior walls. Openin windows
everytime causes to lose some part of gain that you
obtain by isolation back. Together with that heat loss,
our carbon and water footprints are kept increased.
Lotus isolation products present sustainable and
facilitated solutions for living in a cleaner
environment by taking our carbon and water
footprints under control.
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GROUND AND ROOF ISOLATION

Lotus exterior wall isolation product provides an advantage under
favor of its easy application and able to use instead of membrane
materials beside presenting long life ground and roof isolation as
waterproof and longlasting properties. Lotus exterior isolation
coating that gives an opportinity adding heat isolation onto your
ground and roof isolations extinguishes interlayer materials and
additional labor cost.* Lotus Thermal isolation products are tested
by YILDIZ TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY.

You can reach to the university reports via our website.

EKONOMİK
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We meet the requirement of isolation by using less material now. We are able to provide required
interior isolation by 3 mm layer. Furthermore, national sources are used to produce Lotus
Thermal isolation products. Because of this Lotus Thermal products are kept being economic.
PERFECT COMBINATION
“CONFORT AND AIRINESS”

Boron, perlite and other outstanding
isolation materials that obtained from
national sources in content of Lotus
isolation materials provides additional
reasonable advantages beside isolation property.
On an average 0.048 W/mK coefficient value of isolation
obtained in comprasion with other isolation material will
make you figure out the advantage of selecting Lotus
isolation materials. It's possible to design your interior
side of structures by painting desired color water or plastic
based paint onto Lotus thermal isolation liner.

NON-FLAMMEABLE AND WATERPROOF
One of the most important advantages of Lotus Thermal exterior coating is that being non-flammeable.
Especially it helps to prevent fires because of heat radiation and convention. While other exterior
coating materials are tested at 500 C as maximum, Lotus exterior coating is tested at 2200 C by alive
flame and advanced. Most materials used in old and classic isolation products are ignited firstly to
enhence damages and effects of fires. Neither while heat isolation coating is being applied nor after
heat isolation application Lotus thermal exterior coating does not get effected of damp. Thereby
Lotus thermal exterior heat isolation does not lose its efficiency of isolation even on application phase.
Isolation applications like rockwool and glasswool are getting effected of damp while application
phase. By that new Lotus thermal exterior isolation coating, your structures turn into waterproof
and damproof. Your living areas get more safe and comfortable by Lotus.

APPLICATION
For Lotus thermal interior isolation liner, it's required to add 8% water into a
15 liters container and stir till it gets homogenous. After first layer is applied,
it 's necessary to wait till it gets dried. Then it's possible to apply second layer.
After that second layer is dried, third layer is able to be applied. Thus it's
obtained a white-cream colored interior isolation. If desired it's appropriate
to apply different colored water or plastic base decorative paint on Lotus
thermal interior liner. 15 liters container of Lotus thermal interior liner is
sufficent to isolate till 20m2 wall area by 2.5-3 mm thick. In time, when you
need to renew your house paint you will increase your house heat isolation
at the same time by Lotus thermal isolation liner. For application of Lotus
thermal exterior coating, it's required to add 15-30 % water to a 16 kgs craft
sack in a container and stir till it gets homogenous. It's possible to apply by
trowel or coat spray gun onto exterior side of structures even interior sides.
Recommended thickness of application can vary according to weather
conditions of places beside 2-5 cm thickness is advised. 16 kgs Lotus thermal
exterior coating is enough to coat 2 m2 area at 1 cm thick.
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COMPARISON TABLE

MATERIAL

COEFFICIENT OF THERMAL
CONDUCTIVITY

RAW MATERIAL AND
SPECIFICATION

GLASS WOOL

0,035

PETROL PRODUCT

ROCK WOOL

0,035

PETROL PRODUCT

XPS

0,030 - 0,034

PETROL PRODUCT

EPS (STRAFOR)

0,038

PETROL PRODUCT

LOTUS THERMAL
INTERIOR LINER

0,048

LOTUS THERMAL
EXTERIOR COAT

0,048

ORGANIC BIODEGRADABLE
RAW MATERIAL
ORGANIC BIODEGRADABLE
RAW MATERIAL

PATENTS AND DOCUMENTS WE HAVE

ECONOMIC SAFE ECOLOGIC
UTET- LOTUS WILL FITS YOUR HOME SO GOOD
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UTET AR-GE ENERJİ HİDROJEN MAKİNE ve KİMYA DAN.SAN. ve TİC. LTD.ŞTİ.
Ferhatpaşa Mh. 4. Sk. No:28 A3 34888 Ataşehir / İSTANBUL
Tel: 0216 466 91 91 - 0 216 324 14 77

www.greenfinitic.com

www.utet.com.tr

e-mail : info@utet.com.tr

www.lotusisitma.com

